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For Immediate Release 
 
Fruitables® Celebrates National Dog Week by Providing Fun, Flavorful 

and Healthy Ways Pet Owners Can Share in the Love  
 

Chef Stacie Billis Dishes Up Fall (People) Recipes Inspired by Popular Fruitables 
Dog Treat Flavors 

 
ST. LOUIS — (September 21, 2021) — Dogs are our best friends during our toughest 
times, providing us with unconditional love and affection when we need it the most. It’s 
no secret that they’ve put in a lot of overtime this year as our stress levels skyrocketed. 
To return the favor, Fruitables wants to help you treat your dog and yourself this 
National Dog Week. 
 
Fruitables, which makes healthy dog and cat treats in bold flavor combinations, has 
partnered with food editor and fellow dog lover Stacie Billis. Billis has a passion for 
healthy eating, not only for herself but also for her pup, Ziggy, who is a big Fruitables 
fan. To celebrate National Dog Week, she created human recipes, like Pumpkin Spice 
Lofthouse-style Cookies, that complement some of Ziggy’s favorite Fruitables flavors — 
so now pet owners and their pets can indulge together.  
 
“Ziggy loves Fruitables, especially the pumpkin-and-blueberry flavor, and I love being 
able to treat him guilt-free,” says Billis. “It’s his love for Fruitables that inspired me to 
create these recipes. We should all enjoy what we eat, and these recipes show that it 
can be healthy and bold, flavorful and fun.” 
 
Fruitables are offered in a wide variety of flavors, textures and sizes, so every dog can 
find something they love. Each recipe is packed with nutritious ingredients, including 
real fruits and vegetables like pumpkin, cranberry, sweet potato, mango, watermelon, 
apple, banana, blueberry and coconut.  

 



“Fruitables brings a variety of healthy treats to dogs and cats without sacrificing flavor or 
fun — we call it the fun side of healthy,” says Ronna Krahl, Vice President of Marketing 
— Companion Pet, Manna Pro Products, which owns the Fruitables brand. “Thanks to 
the recipes from Stacie, everyone can experience these same deliciously healthy flavor 
combinations.”  
 
To discover more ways you can celebrate National Dog Week with your furry best friend 
or learn more about Fruitables, visit Fruitablespet.com or follow us on Facebook or 
Instagram at @fruitablespettreats. To purchase Fruitables online or to find a retailer 
near you, please visit https://fruitablespet.com/store-locator.  
 
About Fruitables 
Fruitables® was created by people with a passion for innovation and advanced nutrition, 
with a primary focus on harvest-fresh ingredients. Founded in 2008, the Fruitables 
brand relies on advanced nutrition that uses fruits and vegetables to balance taste, 
calorie control and gratification for a treat dogs will enjoy. Fruitables is a proud part of 
Manna Pro, a recognized leader in pet care and nutrition with well-established brands in 
the companion pet, backyard chicken, equine and small animal categories. For more 
information about Fruitables, visit https://fruitablespet.com/.  
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